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Acquiring insight in the structural behaviour of tall buildings of irregular geometry is challenging. The contribution of
the shaft torsional rigidity and the in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀness are diﬃcult to model. At discrete changes in geometry, distur-
bances occur in the force ﬂow, whose magnitude and inﬂuence ﬁeld are diﬃcult to estimate and whose inﬂuence may
not be disregarded. FEM programs provide a quick result for a particular building, but cannot answer the general question
how the building response is governed by decisive structural parameters. In this paper, this want is supplied by developing
a closed-form super element method for two frequently occurring building types. The building is divided in a very small
number of super elements. Only at the heights where changes in properties of the building occur, a node between super
elements is introduced. For each super element the stiﬀness matrix and load vector is derived on basis of a set of simul-
taneous diﬀerential, resulting in closed-form solutions. The foundation stiﬀness is accounted for. The primary aim of
the presented super element method is to increase understanding of the structural behaviour of irregular tall buildings.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The design of tall and specially shaped buildings becomes more and more usual. A profound understanding
of the force ﬂow in these types of structures is diﬃcult; this is, among others, the case if the building plan is not
constant along the height of the building. For structural designers, ﬁnite element programs are at disposal;
however the modeling takes a lot of time, in spite of the fact that advanced input preprocessors are available.
FEM programs provide a quick result for a particular building, but cannot show which structural parameters
govern the response of and force ﬂow in a structure. Some aspects in this force ﬂow are diﬃcult to assess; such
as the eﬀect of the in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀnesses coupling the stability elements and the inﬂuence of the torsional
rigidity of stability shafts. In the case that parts of the building or the stability elements diﬀer in height, each
abrupt change in geometry will yield a disturbance in the force ﬂow which can extend over several storeys. No0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2007.01.017
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these wants for two chosen building conﬁgurations, which occur frequently. We will develop a super element
method based on closed-form solutions and a very small number of super elements to be used. It is intended as
a powerful tool for the structural designer in the preliminary design stage, when the main interest is in insight
in the force ﬂow in the structure for diﬀerent preliminary designs. In a later stage, calculating the detailed ﬁnal
structural model, FEM programs may be used. The computing time for a FEM analysis is not a big reason for
concern, having nowadays very fast computers at disposal. FEM provides a perfect solution per case, but does
not provide an answer to the design question by which parameters the structural behaviour and the force ﬂow
are characterised in the building type under consideration. For instance, hereafter it will appear that the ratio
of a characteristic length and the building height plays an important role. To reveal this is the very advantage
of the analytical super element method. It provides deeper understanding of the structural behaviour of the
irregular tall buildings, which is not easily done by FEM programs.
In common ﬁnite element analysis, a super element is a grouping of ﬁnite elements that, upon assembly,
may be regarded as an individual element for computational purposes. These purposes may be driven by mod-
eling or processing needs. The super element is drawn up by the condensation of the internal degrees of free-
dom. This kind of sub-structuring was invented by aerospace engineers in the early 1960s. Przemnieniecki’s
book (Przemieniecki, 1968) contains a fairly complete bibliography of early work. The generic term super ele-
ment was coined in the late 1960s (Egeland and Araldsen, 1974).
By drawing up and applying super elements, the number of calculations for solving the global system is
highly reduced. Recently some new applications in replacing complete structure parts by super elements have
been developed; for both static and dynamic analysis. Kim and Lee (2003) developed a super element describ-
ing a complete shear wall with openings. Lee et al. (2005) proposed eﬃcient seismic analytical models employ-
ing sub-structuring techniques and super elements. In that study, the eﬀects of the ﬂexural stiﬀness of the ﬂoor
slabs and the T-section beams were included in the analytical model. The spectral element method introduced
by Doyle (1997) was used by Al-Khoury et al. (2001a,b, 2002) in a study of wave propagation in layered sys-
tems, for the identiﬁcation of layer properties via dynamic non-destructive testing. Birgersson et al. (2005)
enhanced the mentioned spectral super element method for the modeling of plate vibration.
In this paper, the super elements are not composed by a process of condensation. Instead, closed-form
expressions are derived for the displacement functions and used to formulate the super elements. To determine
the stress state within a super element no longer a considerable amount of calculations must be performed to
know the stresses in all the ﬁnite elements inside a super element. The stress state follows directly from the
closed-form solutions. The result is a smart symbiosis of an analytical approach and the strategy of the ﬁnite
element method. The analytical approach is based on the use of a system of diﬀerential equations describing
the behaviour of a super element. For solving the problem of including the boundaries and transitions the
scheme of the ﬁnite element method is used.
An early attempt to this approach was made for the particular case of very slender tall building and a
restricted set of boundary conditions (Dusseldorp, 2000). The current paper may be considered as a general-
ization of that procedure, which is valid for stocky and slender buildings and all combinations of boundary
conditions. Three types of super elements will be discussed, which can arbitrarily be combined to a certain
building. The discussed super elements are typical examples of building structures with plans that occur fre-
quently in Western Europe. The presented super element method is universally valid, so that, analogous to the
presented method, other types of super elements can be derived and inserted into the program in order to
obtain more freedom in designing a building. For other building plans only the stiﬀness matrix of the new
super element must be derived on basis of the then applying diﬀerential equations. The global method, which
is systematically drawn up in this paper, remains the same. The super element method keeps valid for diﬀerent
types of building plans, but we have chosen to start with some (in Western Europe) frequently occurring build-
ing plans to demonstrate the insight providing potential of closed-form results.
Calculation results for two types of buildings will be discussed, one with a symmetric plan, and a second
with an asymmetric plan, both with an abrupt change of the cross-sectional geometry along the height.
The symmetric and asymmetric buildings are shown in, respectively, Figs. 1 and 2.
Slender tall walls and shafts assure the stability of both buildings. In the symmetric building two stability
walls have a reduced height relative to the rest of the building. In the asymmetric building a complete wing of
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Fig. 1. Ground plan, side view and front view of the symmetric structure.
5578 R.D.J.M. Steenbergen, J. Blaauwendraad / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 5576–5597the building has a reduced height. It will turn out that the in-plane deformation of the ﬂoors is important; it
will be included in the model as an elastic connection between the stability elements. As a result, at a discrete
change along the height of the building, the moments and shear forces in the stability elements are expected to
redistribute along the height of the structure. Disturbances are expected at the transitions between diﬀerent
super elements, extending along a certain number of storeys, depending on the in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀness. Also
the eﬀect of the torsional rigidity of the shaft is investigated. In Sections 7 and 8, we will compare the obtained
results to the case in which we take an inﬁnitely large in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀness and an inﬁnitely large torsional
rigidity. In this paper, closed-form solutions for tall building response to static wind load are reported.
Research is in progress for the dynamic response to stochastic wind load in order to determine dynamic ampli-
ﬁcations factors and the level of comfort in the building.
We assume the lumped in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀnesses to be equally distributed along the height of a super ele-
ment. This allows for a description of the behaviour of a super element with a set of coupled diﬀerential equa-
tions. From the set of diﬀerential equations an exact stiﬀness matrix and load vector can be derived for each
super element. The standard assembling procedure then yields a global stiﬀness matrix and load vector. After
solving the set of linear equations, the stress state within each super element can be determined. There is a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the Finite Element Analysis and the Super Element Analysis. In the FEA a ﬁne
mesh is used and the load vector per element is computed without considering the local primary stress state
which is involved if a distributed element load is replaced by lumped nodal forces. It is suﬃciently accurate to
neglect that contribution to the ﬁnal stress state. In the SEA, on the contrary, an element is large and the pri-
mary stress state is a substantial part of the ﬁnal solution, which makes it necessary to be computed and
included in the solution.
The action of the stability elements and the distributed ﬂoors is of a parallel nature. Therefore the needed
set of diﬀerential equations for each super element is an assemblage of the diﬀerential equations of the stability
elements and the stiﬀness of the distributed ﬂoors.
In Section 2, the buildings characteristics will be deﬁned. The ﬂoor stiﬀnesses will be derived in Section 3.
The assemblage of the stiﬀness matrix with the diﬀerential equation of the stability elements and the derivation
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Fig. 2. Ground plan, side view and front view of the asymmetric structure.
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for the super elements are discussed in Section 5. No derivation will be shown for super element 4, this element
being a single Euler beam. Its diﬀerential equation with homogeneous solution, its stiﬀness matrix and load
vector are well known. For the symmetric building, response results are shown and discussed in Section 6;
for the asymmetric building this will be done in Section 7. In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed
method, in Section 8, the analytical results of the super element method are compared with the results of a
numerical analysis.2. Modelling of the tall buildings
We consider the symmetric and asymmetric structure as shown in, respectively, Figs. 1 and 2. Both struc-
tures have a discrete change of the cross-sectional geometry along the height. The stability elements have been
indicated. In both structures, only ﬂexural deformation in the main directions is considered. Because of the
slenderness of the structure, shear deformation in the walls can be disregarded. Deformation by normal force
is neglected.
In Fig. 1, the lower part of the symmetric structure has four stability walls, whereas in the upper part of the
structure only the two outer walls remain. Both outer walls have a joint ﬂexural rigidity ba EI and both inner
walls have a joint ﬂexural rigidity bb EI, where ba + bb = 1. In Fig. 2, the stability elements in the asymmetric
structure have been indicated; they consist of two walls and one shaft. The lower part of the structure has an
5580 R.D.J.M. Steenbergen, J. Blaauwendraad / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 5576–5597L-shaped ground plan; whereas the upper part has a rectangular plan. The shaft transfers moments in two
directions and additionally a twisting moment. The ﬂexural rigidities EI1–2 and EI4–5 of the stability elements
and the torsional rigidity GIt (the third rigidity EI3¼^ GItÞ of the shaft have been deﬁned in Fig. 2. We denote
the ﬂoor spacing as hf (see Figs. 1 and 2).
In general ﬂoors will act in two ways; they can transfer forces in-plane (membrane action) and forces out-
of-plane (bending action). In the model of this paper only the membrane action is considered. This choice
stems from a widely spread construction process for tall buildings in Western Europe. The stability elements
are cast in situ and around and between these stability elements the rest of the building is erected in most of the
cases with mainly prefab elements. Prefab columns and prefab beams are installed and on these beams prefab
prestressed ﬂoor elements are placed. The nodes in this structure must be considered as hinges, no moments
can occur in the connections between the prefab elements. At the edges of the ﬂoor elements reinforcement is
applied with concrete in situ, resulting in a tension girder all around. On top of the prefab ﬂoor elements a top
layer is cast in situ to connect them. In these ways the in-plane action of the ﬂoors is ensured. This is necessary
because the ﬂoors have to transfer the wind load from the fac¸ade to the stability elements. For this reason the
ﬂoors are designed as stiﬀ ﬂat horizontal plates. The in situ casted top layer assures a seamless connection to
the stability elements, but this connection does not have any structural value in bending of the ﬂoors. So never
moments from the stability elements can be transferred to the ﬂoors, resulting in out-of-plane moments in the
ﬂoors. As a consequence the stability is merely ensured by the stability elements. In some cases also in situ
casted ﬂat plate ﬂoors are used, but also here the contribution of the ﬂoors and columns to the overall stiﬀness
is small. In conclusion, the out-of-the plane ﬂoor stiﬀness is not important in the model and is therefore not
considered. Only the in-plane stiﬀness of the ﬂoors is taken into account; they act as an elastic connection
between the stability elements.
Because of symmetry, the symmetric building can be reduced to the structure drawn in Fig. 3. Each ﬂoor
with an in-plane stiﬀness is schematised as a spring between the long stability walls with a joint ﬂexural rigidity
ba EI and the two short walls with a joint ﬂexural rigidity bb EI.
Both the symmetric and the asymmetric structure are built up out of two super elements. The ﬁrst super
element is the lower part of the asymmetric structure with length l1 (two walls and one shaft) and the second
super element is the upper part of that structure with length l2 (one wall and one shaft). Super element 3 is the
lower part of the symmetric building with length l1; it consists of two elastically coupled bending beams. Super
element 4 is the upper part of the symmetric structure, it is a single bending beam with length l2. Within a
super element all ﬂoors have the same thickness and walls do not change within a super element either.
On the facades we assume homogeneously distributed wind loads p (kN/m2) in case of the symmetric build-
ing and p1 and p2 (kN/m
2) in case of the asymmetric building. These surface loads are translated into line loads
f, fa  fb and f1  f5 on the stability elements of, respectively, the symmetric and asymmetric building. The
loads been indicated in Figs. 1–3. For each super element we determine the cross-section properties and we
consider the ﬂoor parts in their plane as beams, which are pin-connected to the stability walls and rigidly con-
nected to the shaft. We assign the distributed loads p, or p1 and p2 (see Figs. 1 and 2) to the ﬂoors, resulting in
a line load q = p hf (kN/m) on each ﬂoor. This q-load is equilibrated by support reactions in the stabilityk
bEIaEI
f
af β β bfx
z
Fig. 3. Reduced structural model of the symmetric building.
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loads fa, fb, f1, f2, f3, f4 and f5 on the stability elements of each super element.3. Determination of the in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀnesses
3.1. Super element 1 and super element 2
In super element 1 each stability wall has a displacement w in its strong direction and the shaft has three
degrees of freedom, two displacements w and one rotation w. In Fig. 4 one ﬂoor of super element 1 is shown
with only the central axes. The stability elements are represented by dots and their displacements and forces
have been deﬁned. In order to derive the stiﬀness matrix of one ﬂoor, the stiﬀnesses ~A and ~B are introduced and
deﬁned in Fig. 5. In order to determine the stiﬀness matrix of the ﬂoor we ﬁrst consider the basic case of a
simply supported beam loaded by an external moment T. Taking into account ﬂexural and shear deformation
and assuming Poisson’s ratio 1/5 the following relation exists between the external moment T and the rotation
e in the node where T is applied (Steenbergen, 2005)T ¼ 3EI floor;a
a
1
1þ 3
5
g daa
 2  e ð1ÞHerein, da is the depth of the ﬂoor (see Fig. 5) and g is the shear factor to account for a non-homogeneous
distribution of the shear stresses. Here the value is 1.2.
We deﬁne the stiﬀnesses ~A and ~B, of respectively, the ﬂoor part with length a and the ﬂoor part with length b
(see Fig. 5) as:1w
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Fig. 4. Schematisation of one ﬂoor with displacements and forces; super elements 1 and 2.
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Fig. 5. Deﬁnition of the stiﬀnesses ~A and ~B of the two ﬂoor parts in super element 1.
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a3
1
1þ 3
5
g daa
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~B ¼ 3EI floor;b
b3
1
1þ 3
5
g dbb
 2 ð3ÞStrictly speaking Eqs. (1)–(3) are valid for an isotropic ﬂoor plate of constant thickness. In case of a prefab
ﬂoor with a top layer casted in situ, the structural engineer has to make a realistic estimate of the stiﬀnesses
~A and ~B; however it does not aﬀect the main scheme of the theory.
We distribute the discrete ﬂoor stiﬀness matrix equally along a storey height hf (half beneath, half above the
ﬂoor) so that we get a continuous stiﬀness matrix along the height of a super element.
For the stiﬀness matrix of the distributed ﬂoors in super element 1 (a combination of the left and right ﬂoor
in Fig. 5) we ﬁndA A aA
A A aA
aA aA a2Aþ b2B bB bB
bB B B
bB B B
2
6666664
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ð4ÞwhereA ¼ ~A=hf ð5Þ
B ¼ ~B=hf ð6ÞFor the stiﬀness matrix of the distributed ﬂoors in super element 2 (left ﬂoor in Figs. 4 and 5) we obtainA A aA
A A aA
aA aA a2A
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w
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9>=
>; ¼
F 1
F 2
T
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð7ÞThe zero-terms in the stiﬀness matrix in (4) indicate that there is no relation between w1, w2 and w4, w5. In
(Dusseldorp, 2000) this has been conﬁrmed by a FEA for the ﬂoor. There it has been found that the elements
in the upper right and lower left of the stiﬀness matrix are a factor 103 smaller than the other elements. So it is
justiﬁed that in (4) these terms are zero. In the same study it has also been shown that the non-zero elements in
the stiﬀness matrix (4) diﬀer less than 3% from the FEA-results.
Therefore we conclude that the analytical stiﬀness matrix in (4) is reliable.
It is remarked that distributing the in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀness along a half storey height below and a half storey
height above the ﬂoor is not possible at the top of the building, the bottom of the building and at the height
where the geometry changes. Here, only the half stiﬀness matrix of the ﬂoor can be distributed. The other half
discrete ﬂoor stiﬀness matrix is added directly to the relevant node in the global stiﬀness matrix, for both the
symmetric and the asymmetric structure.
3.2. Super element 3
The ﬂoor is schematized as a beam with a bending and a shear stiﬀness and is simply supported on the sta-
bility walls. The in-plane stiﬀness K of one ﬂoor is deﬁned in Fig. 6. Taking into account ﬂexural and shear
deformation and assuming Poisson’s ratio 1/5, for the stiﬀness is foundK ¼ 12EI floor
m 5m2 þ 6
5
gn2
  ð8Þ
Herein, m is the width and n the depth of the ﬂoor (see Fig. 6) and g is the shear factor to account for a non-
homogeneous distribution of the shear stresses.
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Fig. 6. Deﬁnition of the stiﬀness K of one ﬂoor in super element 3.
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Also here, Eq. (8) is valid for an isotropic ﬂoor plate of constant thickness only, and the structural designer
must adequately determine the stiﬀness in deviating cases.
4. Stiﬀness matrices of the super elements
In this section, we derive the stiﬀness matrices of the diﬀerent super elements from the sets of diﬀerential
equations describing the behaviour of these super elements.
4.1. Outline of the general procedure
The degrees of freedom of the super element are collected in the vector d and the corresponding element
forces in the vector f. The stiﬀness matrix K establishes the relation between the two vectorsf ¼ Kd ð10Þ
To determine the exact stiﬀness matrix of a super element, we proceed as follows. Let the number of degrees of
freedom be n. We ﬁrst derive a set of diﬀerential equations describing the behaviour of the super element. The
homogeneous solution of this set contains n unknown constants C. On basis of this homogeneous solution a
relation can be formulated between the degrees of freedom d and the unknown constants C; thus a set of n
equations appearsHC ¼ d ð11Þ
The n · n-matrix H is merely determined by geometric parameters. Inverting this relation givesC ¼ H1d ð12Þ
From the solution of the diﬀerential equations the section forces can be calculated. For a super element with
length l, these section forces can be expressed in the element forces at x = 0 and x = l. This results in the fol-
lowing relation:f ¼ GC ð13Þ
The matrix G is also n · n. Substitution of (12) into (13) givesf ¼ GH1d ð14Þ
Hence K isK ¼ GH1 ð15Þ
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matrices of the four super elements. In Sections 4.2–4.5 for the super elements we only present the diﬀerential
equations and their homogeneous solution.
4.2. Derivation and solution of the set of diﬀerential equations; super element 1
We describe the structural behaviour of super element 1 with 18 degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 7. The
element forces are deﬁned corresponding to these d.o.f.’s. Apart from the element forces, 18 section forces and
their positive signs in super element 1 are introduced. These forces are functions of the vertical x-coordinate;
their positive direction of action at both ends of the super element is deﬁned according to the coordinate sys-
tem in Fig. 7. To derive the set of diﬀerential equations describing the interaction between the stability ele-
ments and the ﬂoors we use the stiﬀness matrix from (4) and add the bending term EIiw0000i in the
corresponding diagonal terms i and the torsion term GItw 0 0 in diagonal term 3. The distributed loads f
and the rigidities EI of the stability elements have been deﬁned in Fig. 2. The set of diﬀerential equations readsð16Þ
ð17Þ
ð18Þ
ð19Þ
ð20ÞTo determine the stiﬀness matrix, we need the homogeneous diﬀerential equations, so we take the right hand
member equal to zero. Later, when we determine the primary forces from the particular solutions (Section 5),y
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ferential equation (PDE), however in this way no closed-form solution can be obtained. As we want to obtain
a closed-form solution, we will proceed as in the following. Adding (16) and (17), and integrating the result
four times, we obtainEI1w1 þ EI2w2 ¼ 1
6
C1x3 þ 1
2
C2x2 þ C3xþ C4 ð21ÞAdding (19) and (20) and integrating the so obtained equation four times we similarly obtainEI4w4 þ EI4w5 ¼ 1
6
C5x3 þ 1
2
C6x2 þ C7xþ C8 ð22ÞIn (14) and (15), C1,C2, . . . ,C8 are constants of integration. Adding (18), a times (17) and -b times (19) we
obtain the following equation:aEI2w00002  GItw00  bEI4w00004 ¼ 0 ð23Þ
This equation can be integrated twice, yieldingaEI2w002  GItw bEI4w004 ¼ C9xþ C10 ð24Þ
where C9 and C10 are constants of integration.
From (21) to (22) it follows that w1, w5 and w can be expressed in terms of w2 and w4. In fact we havew1 ¼ EI2EI1 w2 þ
1
EI1
1
6
C1x3 þ 1
2
C2x2 þ C3xþ C4
 
ð25Þ
w5 ¼ EI4EI5 w4 þ
1
EI5
1
6
C5x3 þ 1
2
C6x2 þ C7xþ C8
 
ð26Þ
w ¼ aEI2
GIt
w002 
bEI4
GIt
w004 
1
GIt
ðC9xþ C10Þ ð27ÞBy substituting w1 and w as given by (25) and (27) into (17) and similarly substituting w5 and w as given by (26)
and (27) into (19) we reduce the system of ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODE) (16)–(20) to the following
system of two fourth-order ODE’s:EI2w00002 
a2AEI2
GIt
w002 þ A
EI2
EI1
þ 1
 
w2 þ abAEI4GIt w
00
4 ¼ pðxÞ ð28Þ
EI4w00004 
b2BEI4
GIt
w004 þ B
EI4
EI5
þ 1
 
w4 þ abBEI2GIt w
00
2 ¼ gðxÞ ð29Þwhere p(x) and g(x) are given by (30) and (31), respectivelypðxÞ ¼ A
EI1
1
6
C1x3 þ 1
2
C2x2 þ C3xþ C4
 
 aA
GIt
ðC9xþ C10Þ ð30Þ
gðxÞ ¼ B
EI5
1
6
C5x3 þ 1
2
C6x2 þ C7xþ C8
 
þ bB
GIt
ðC9xþ C10Þ ð31ÞWe have to ﬁnd expressions for w2 and w4 which satisfy both (30) and (31), because these equations are the last
ones before we will diﬀerentiate and thereby add solutions.
System (28) and (29) can be reduced to a single eighth-order ODE for w4. From (29) we obtain expressions
for wð2Þ2 , w
ð4Þ
2 and w
ð6Þ
2 , respectively, the second, the fourth and the sixth derivative of w2 with respect to x. Dif-
ferentiating (28) twice with respect to x and substituting in it wð2Þ2 , w
ð4Þ
2 and w
ð6Þ
2 , we obtain the following eighth-
order, inhomogeneous ODE for w4a8w
ð8Þ
4 þ a6wð6Þ4 þ a4wð4Þ4 þ a2wð2Þ4 þ a0w4 ¼ hðxÞ ð32Þwhere
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b
a
 aA
bB
 
; a4 ¼ GItab
EI4
EI5
þ 1þ A
B
EI4
EI2
EI2
EI1
þ 1
  
;
a2 ¼ A  ba
EI4
EI2
EI2
EI1
þ 1
 
 a
b
EI4
EI5
þ 1
  
; a0 ¼ AGItabEI2
EI2
EI1
þ 1
 
EI4
EI5
þ 1
 
;
hðxÞ ¼  A
EI1
C1xþ C2ð Þ  aAbEI5 ðC5xþ C6Þ
þ AGIt
abEI2
EI2
EI1
þ 1
 
1
EI5
1
6
C5x3 þ 1
2
C6x2 þ C7xþ C8
 
þ b
GIt
C9xþ C10ð Þ
 
ð33ÞIn (33) C1,C2, . . . ,C10 are constants of integration.
Substitution of the general solution Serx in the homogeneous variant of Eq. (32) yields the characteristic
equationa8r8 þ a6r6 þ a4r4 þ a2r2 þ a0 ¼ 0 ð34Þ
The roots r have been solved analytically by using the formulas of Cardano (Abramovich and Stegun, 1968).
In the solutions we distinguish case (a) and case (b). In case (a) expression (34) has 8 complex solutions; in case
(b) expression (34) has 4 real and 4 complex solutions (Steenbergen, 2005). A particular solution of Eq. (32)
has been determined and the total homogeneous solution of (16)–(20) for w4 is obtained by the summation of
the homogeneous and the particular solution of (32). From the expression for w4, expressions for the other
four homogeneous displacement functions are derived. w2 follows from (28) and (29); w1, w5 and w succes-
sively follow from (25)–(27). The constants S1–18 in the solutions can be determined from the boundary con-
ditions of the super element.
Due to its length, the complete procedure will not be shown in this paper. It can be found in (Steenbergen,
2005). The ﬁnal results are summarised in the following.
In case (a) the following homogeneous expressions for the ﬁve displacements resultwi ¼ S1zi1 xl
 3
þ S2zi2 xl
 2
þ S3zi3 xl þ S4zi4
x
l
þ S5zi5 þ S6zi6
þ S11efxðki1 cos hxþ ki2 sin hxÞ þ S12efxðki1 sin hx ki2 cos hxÞ
þ S13efðxlÞðki1 cos hx ki2 sin hxÞ þ S14efðxlÞðki1 sin hxþ ki2 cos hxÞ
þ S15erxðki3 cos vxþ ki4 sin vxÞ þ S16erxðki3 sin vx ki4 cos vxÞ
þ S17erðxlÞðki3 cos vx ki4 sin vxÞ þ S18erðxlÞðki3 sin vxþ ki4 cos vxÞ ð35Þ
wj ¼ S7 xl
 3
þ S8 xl
 2
þ S4zj xl þ S9
x
l
þ S6zj þ S10
þ kjefxðS11 cos hxþ S12 sin hxÞ þ kjefðxlÞðS13 cos hxþ S14 sin hxÞ
þ kjerxðS15 cos vxþ S16 sin vxÞ þ kjerðxlÞðS17 cos vxþ S18 sin vxÞ ð36Þ
i ¼ 1; 2; 3 j ¼ 4; 5 w¼^ w3The expressions consist of two distinct parts, one denoted by beam and one by disturbance. The ‘beam part’
(with the constants S1  S10) is the solution of the ordinary diﬀerential equation for bending (w1, w2, w4 and
w5) or for torsion (w). The ‘disturbance part’ of the solution (with the constants S11  S18) represents, with
respect to the beam part, the alternating disturbances damping out from both sides of the super element
(the terms with efx, ef(xl), erx and er(xl)). These disturbances can be speciﬁed by two important length
quantities, the characteristic length and the natural wave length. The parameters f and r determine the char-
acteristic lengths, deﬁned as follows: lchar = 1/f, respectively, lchar = 1/r. The parameters h and v determine the
natural wave lengths, deﬁned as follows: lnat,wave = 2p/h, respectively, lnat,wave = 2p/v. After three or four times
the characteristic length the disturbance has almost vanished (e3 or e4 is of the order 102); for this reason
we deﬁne here the inﬂuence length of a disturbance as linﬂ = p·lchar. The natural wave length is a measure for
the distance between zero values of the disturbance.
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 3
þ S2zi2 xl
 2
þ S3zi3 xl þ S4zi4
x
l
þ S5zi5 þ S6zi6
þ S11ki5eex þ S12ki5eeðxlÞ þ S13ki6enx þ S14ki6enðxlÞ
þ S15esxðki7 cos gxþ ki8 sin gxÞ þ S16esxðki7 sin gx ki8 cos gxÞ
þ S17esðxlÞðki7 cos gx ki8 sin gxÞ þ S18esðxlÞðki7 sin gxþ ki8 cos gxÞ ð37Þ
wj ¼ S7 xl
 3
þ S8 xl
 2
þ S4zj xl þ S9
x
l
þ S6zj þ S10 þ S11kjeex þ S12kjeeðxlÞ þ S13kjenx
þ S14kjenðxlÞ þ kjesxðS15 cos gxþ S16 sin gxÞ þ kjesðxlÞðS17 cos gxþ S18 sin gxÞ ð38Þ
i ¼ 1; 2; 3 j ¼ 4; 5 w¼^ w3Also here the expressions consist of two parts, similarly to case (a). The second part includes the disturbances
with either a characteristic length (the terms with eex, ee(xl), enx and en(xl)) or both a characteristic length
and a natural wave length (the terms with esx and es(xl)). The parameters e, n and s determine the charac-
teristic lengths, deﬁned as follows: lchar = 1/e, respectively, lchar = 1/n or lchar = 1/s. The parameter g deter-
mines the natural wave length, deﬁned as follows: lnat,wave = 2p/g. We ﬁnd inﬂuence lengths of
linﬂ = p · lchar. In Sections 7.1 and 7.2 we deal with case (b) for super element 1; the above mentioned distur-
bances will be visible in the moment and shear force distributions. Closed form expressions for all parameters
in (35)–(38) can be found in (Steenbergen, 2005).
4.3. Derivation and solution of the set of diﬀerential equations; super element 2
For super element 2 we have the same structure as in Fig. 7 except for the right-hand part. The wall with
stiﬀness EI5 cancels. Here 14 degrees of freedom, element forces and section forces are deﬁned. In a similar
way as has been done in Section 4.2 for super element 1, we formulate the following set of coupled diﬀerential
equations on basis of the ﬂoor stiﬀness matrix in (7)ð39Þ
ð40Þ
ð41Þ
ð42ÞTo determine the stiﬀness matrix, we need the homogeneous diﬀerential equations. Therefore, the right hand
member is set equal to zero.
It is observed that Eq. (42) is uncoupled from the other three equations, orEI4w00004 ¼ 0) w4 ¼
1
EI4
1
6
C1x3 þ 1
2
C2x2 þ C3xþ C4
 
ð43ÞIn (43) C1,C2, . . . ,C4 are constants of integration. So we have three coupled diﬀerential equations: (39)–(41).
Adding (39) and (40), and integrating the new equation four times, we obtainEI1w1 þ EI2w2 ¼ 1
6
C5x3 þ 1
2
C6x2 þ C7xþ C8 ð44ÞIn (44) C5,C6, . . . ,C8 are constants of integration. Adding (41) and a times (40) we obtain the following
equation:aEI2w00002  GItw00 ¼ 0 ð45Þ
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Where C9 and C10 are constants of integration.
From (44) we derive w1 as a function of w2 and from (46) we derive w as a function of w002. We substitute
these expressions into (40) and get a single 4th order inhomogeneous ODE for w2d4w00002 þ d2w002 þ d0w2 ¼ jðxÞ ð47Þ
whered4 ¼ EI2; d2 ¼  a
2AEI2
GIt
; d0 ¼ A EI2EI1 þ 1
 
;
jðxÞ ¼ A
EI1
1
6
C5x3 þ 1
2
C6x2 þ C7xþ C8
 
 aA
GIt
ðC9xþ C10Þ ð48ÞThe homogeneous variant of Eq. (47) yields the next characteristic equationd4h
4 þ d2h2 þ d0 ¼ 0 ð49Þwhich can be reduced tod4k
2 þ d2kþ d0 ¼ 0 ð50Þby setting h2 = k.
This equation has been solved analytically. The sign of the discriminant determines whether the four solu-
tions are real, consisting of two pair opposite roots or consisting of opposite and complex conjugate roots. A
particular solution to (47) has been determined leading to the ﬁnal solutions.
If D < 0 we ﬁnd the following homogeneous expressions for the displacementswi ¼ S1 xl
 3
þ S2 xl
 2
þ S3 xl þ S4t1i
x
l
þ S5 þ S6t1i
þ t2ieaxðS11 cos bxþ S12 sin bxÞ þ t2ieaðxlÞðS13 cos bxþ S14 sin bxÞ ð51Þ
i ¼ 1; 2
w ¼ S4t2 xl þ S6t2 þ S11t3e
axðða2  b2Þ cos bxþ 2ab sin bxÞ þ S12t3eaxðða2  b2Þ sin bx 2ab cos bxÞ
þ S13t3eaðxlÞðða2  b2Þ cos bx 2ab sin bxÞ þ S14t3eaðxlÞðða2  b2Þ sin bxþ 2ab cos bxÞ ð52ÞIf D > 0 we ﬁnd the following homogeneous expressions for the displacementswi ¼ S1 xl
 3
þ S2 xl
 2
þ S3 xl þ S4t1i
x
l
þ S5 þ S6t1i þ S11t2iec1x þ S12t2iec1ðxlÞ þ S13t2iec2x
þ S14t2iec2ðxlÞ ð53Þ
w ¼ S4t2 xl þ S6t2 þ S11t3c
2
1e
c1x þ S12t3c21ec1ðxlÞ þ S13t3c22ec2x þ S14t3c22ec2ðxlÞ ð54ÞFor w4 we ﬁnd in all casesw4 ¼ S7 xl
 3
þ S8 xl
 2
þ S9 xl þ S10 ð55ÞClosed-form expressions for all parameters in (51)–(55) can be found in (Steenbergen, 2005).
Similarly to the procedure followed for super element 1 (Section 4.2), we can subdivide the expressions into a
‘beam part’ and a ‘disturbance part’. The ‘beam part’ of the expressions (with the constants S1  S6) is the solu-
tion of the ordinary diﬀerential equation for bending (w1, w2 and w4) or for torsion (w). The ‘disturbance part’ of
the solution (with the constantsS11  S14) represents, with respect to the ﬁrst part, the disturbances damping out
fromboth sides of the super element (the termswith eax, ea(xl), ec1x, ec1ðxlÞ, ec2x and ec2ðxlÞÞ. The parameters a,
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The parameter b determines the natural wave length, deﬁned as follows: lnat,wave = 2p/b.
The inﬂuence length of a disturbance is again deﬁned as linﬂ = p · lchar. In Sections 7.1 and 7.2 we will deal
with the case D > 0 for super element 2; the mentioned disturbances will be observed in the moment and shear
force distributions.4.4. Derivation and solution of the set of diﬀerential equations; super element 3
We describe the structural behaviour of super element 3 with eight degrees of freedom as shown in Fig. 8;
the corresponding element forces are deﬁned accordingly. Eight section forces are deﬁned at both ends of the
super element according to the coordinate system in Fig. 8. The deﬁnition of the distributed loads f and the
stiﬀnesses EI of the stability elements is shown in Fig. 3. The distributed in-plane ﬂoor stiﬀness has been
deﬁned in Section 3.2. The system of coupled diﬀerential equations is given bybaEI
d4wa
dx4
þ kwa  kwb ¼ fa ð56Þ
bbEI
d4wb
dx4
þ kwb  kwa ¼ fb ð57ÞThe homogeneous solutions of (47) and (48) are given bywaðxÞ ¼ S1 þ S2 xl þ S3
x
l
 2
þ S4 xl
 3
þ S5 1ba
ekx cos kxþ S6 1ba
ekx sin kxþ S7 1ba
ekðxlÞ cos kxþ S8 1ba
ekðxlÞ sin kx ð58Þ
wbðxÞ ¼ S1 þ S2 xl þ S3
x
l
 2
þ S4 xl
 3
 S5 1bb
ekx cos kx S6 1bb
ekx sin kx S7 1bb
ekðxlÞ cos kx S8 1bb
ekðxlÞ sin kx ð59ÞThe characteristic length in these expressions islchar ¼ k1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4babb
EI
k
4
r
ð60ÞAlso here we deﬁne the inﬂuence length as linﬂ = p lchar and the natural wave length as lnat,wave = 2p/k. The
‘beam part’ of the solution with the constants S1, S2, S3 and S4 is the solution of the ordinary diﬀerential1,aϕ 1,bϕ
2,aϕ 2,aw 2,bw
1,aw 1,bw
2,bϕ
aEI bEI
x
z
k
Fig. 8. Eight degrees of freedom, super element 3.
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two components, one attenuating from the one end and one attenuating in the opposite direction.
5. Load vector and primary stress state in the super elements
We replace the distributed line loads fi in the super elements by statically equivalent lumped loads in the
nodes, yielding the load vector. In this procedure the two nodes of a super element are fully restrained and
the corresponding support reactions are determined. The resulting section forces establish the primary stress
state in the element. The load vector in the nodes is equal to the support reactions after change of sign. The
load vectors of all super elements in a structure can be assembled in one global load vector, which is applied to
the global system. The global solution yields section forces in the super elements, which must be combined
with the primary section forces in order to ﬁnd the ﬁnal solution. The load vector consists of two parts,
the vector {V}, with the forces in the nodes directly following from a particular solution of the set of diﬀer-
ential equations, and one assuring zero displacements in the nodes [K]{w}Æ{w} is the inverse of the displace-
ment vector in the nodes, resulting from the particular solution. For the second part the homogeneous
solution is needed and the stiﬀness matrix [K] is concerned.
Particular solutions of the diﬀerential equations for the diﬀerent super elements will be listed in the following.
A particular solution of the set of diﬀerential equations (16)–(20) for super element 1 iswi;part ¼ kix4 þ mix2 þ ni ð61Þ
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 w¼^ w3Closed-form expressions for the parameters in (61), namely ki, mi and ni, can be found in (Steenbergen, 2005).
A particular solution of the set of diﬀerential equations (39)–(42) for super element 2 iswi;part ¼ pix4 þ qix2 þ ri ð62Þ
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 w¼^ w3For closed-form expressions for the parameters in (62), namely pi, qi and ri, is referred to (Steenbergen, 2005).
A particular solution of the set of diﬀerential equations (56) and (57) for super element 3 iswa;part ¼ x
4
24EI
ðfa þ fbÞ ð63Þ
wb;part ¼ x
4
24EI
ðfa þ fbÞ þ 1k ðbbfa þ bafbÞ ð64Þ6. Results for the symmetric building
We choose the following parameters values: l1 = l2 = 80 m, ba = bb, f = 1 kN/m, fa = 0.4 kN/m and
fb = 0.6 kN/m. In Fig. 9, the moment and shear force distribution are shown for three diﬀerent characteristic
lengths: lchar = 10 m, lchar = 20 m and lchar = 30 m. In this way a good insight is obtained in the inﬂuence of
the disturbance by means of the characteristic length. In the diagrams in Fig. 9 the increasing magnitude of
the inﬂuence length is clearly visible. The dashed lines indicate the force distribution in case of one high beam
whose ﬂexural rigidity changes abruptly of magnitude, corresponding to the situation in which the ﬂoor stiﬀness
K is supposed to be inﬁnitely large. Relative to this situation, large deviations occur, spreading along a number of
ﬂoors. To which extent this will happen depends on the characteristic length, deﬁned in expression (60).
7. Results for the asymmetric building
To demonstrate the value of the derived theory, two diﬀerent structural aspects will be studied. In Section
7.1 typical structures are chosen and a wind load is applied in p2-direction (see Fig. 2), where the foundation is
rigid. Section 7.2 considers the situation for a ﬂexible foundation with wind in p2-direction. In both cases,
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Fig. 9. Results for the symmetric building (solid lines), compared to a case with inﬁnitely stiﬀ ﬂoors (dashed lines).
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An investigation of the eﬀect of a ﬁnite rotational stiﬀness of the foundation is important for applications in
countries where pile foundations are necessary due to the bad subsoil conditions.7.1. Rigid foundation with wind loading p2
We choose the following parameter values: a = 32.4 m, b = 18 m, c = 10.8 m, da = db = 14.4 m,
tﬂoor = 0.2 m, hf = 4 m, l1 = 100 m, l2 = 50 m, p1 = 0 kN/m
2, p2 = 1 kN/m
2, E = 3 · 107 kN/m2,
EI1 = EI5 = 4.7 · 108 kNm2, EI2 = EI4 = 1.86 · 109 kNm2, GIt = 1.17 · 109 kNm2. The foundation stiﬀness
is assumed to be inﬁnitely large. The results for the bending moments in the stability elements are shown
in Fig. 10, presenting diagrams of M2 in the shaft in y-direction (see Fig. 2), M4 in the shaft in z-direction
and M5 in stability wall 5. M1 is the opposite of M2. The corresponding shear forces V2, V4 and V5 are shown
in Fig. 11. The moments and shear forces for the case of inﬁnitely stiﬀ ﬂoors and an inﬁnite torsional rigidity
of the core, are indicated by dashed lines. Relative to this solution, we see clear disturbances in the moment
and shear force distributions. With wind loading exclusively in one direction, we nevertheless observe
moments and shear forces in the other direction. The characteristic lengths of the disturbances can be deter-
mined analytically (Steenbergen, 2005), which may help the structural engineer in designing correctly and with
insight the stability elements and the ﬂoors. Stability walls 4 and 5 have diﬀerent stiﬀnesses, roughly in the
relation EI4 ﬃ 4EI5. Therefore, the moment at the boundary of super element 1 and super element 2 is distrib-
uted along wall 4 and wall 5 with a ratio 4/5  1/5 (see Fig. 10). This redistribution is found to occur over a
number of ﬂoors. Because of this phenomenon, the shear force in the top ﬂoor will be smaller than the value
resulting from the assumption that the redistribution over wall 4 and 5 is limited to one storey height. When
comparing both cases, we conclude that the shear force distribution in Fig. 11 yields a proﬁt for the top ﬂoor;
however, in the design of the ﬂoors in the inﬂuence ﬁeld of the disturbance, a larger shear force should be
accounted for.
The following disturbances can be found from the closed form solutions (see Figs. 10 and 11): a small dis-
turbance departing from x = 0 in upper direction with an inﬂuence length of about linﬂ = 40 m and a larger
disturbance departing from x = l1 in lower direction with an inﬂuence length of about linﬂ = 50 m. It is con-
venient for structural designers to know these inﬂuence lengths, in order to perceive the force ﬂow in the struc-
ture; the newly developed method provides an eﬃcient calculation method to obtain this information.
When comparing the results for the symmetric building (Fig. 9) and the asymmetric building (Figs. 10 and
11), we observe that in the ﬁrst one the disturbances are considerably larger. This can be explained as follows.
At the geometry change in the symmetric building, half of the stability element stiﬀness cancels while the load
does not reduce. In the case of the asymmetric building, the stability elements in the high wing of the building
do not change at all. Only the complete low wing ends including the involved load; stability wall 5 cancels, but-50000 -40000 -30000 -20000 -10000 0
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impact on the high wing of the building. So, disturbances in the asymmetric building appear to be less severe.
In Figs. 12 and 13, we investigate the magnitude of the disturbances in the asymmetric structure. In Fig. 12
we take the parameter values from the beginning of this section, except for b (see Fig. 2). We take three values
for b; apart from the already used value b = 18 m, we take b = 9 and 36 m and investigate the inﬂuence on the
force ﬂow. In Fig. 12, only the shear forces V4 and V5 are shown, because here the disturbances are most
clearly visible. In Fig. 12 it can be observed that with increasing magnitude of b, the disturbances become
smaller and less peaked. The distance between the shaft and stability wall 5 becomes larger and the inﬂuence
of the discrete change in geometry on the shaft decreases.
In Fig. 13, again the parameter values from the beginning of this section are employed, but now we study
the inﬂuence of EI5 (see Fig. 2) on the force ﬂow. Apart form the earlier introduced value
EI5 = 4.7 · 108 kNm2, we use EI5 = 1.86 · 109 kNm2 (the stiﬀness of the shaft) and EI5 = 3.72 · 109 kNm2
(twice the stiﬀness of the shaft). In Fig. 13, the shear forces V4 and V5 are shown. In this ﬁgure we observe
that with increasing magnitude of EI5, disturbances increase considerably. With a larger value of EI5, an
increasing part of the structural stiﬀness in the p2-direction disappears at the transition, which causes the large
disturbances. This is similar to what was observed for the symmetric building (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 13. Shear forces V4 (left) and V5 (right), b = 18 m, results of the variation of EI5.
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Fig. 14. Moments M1 (left) and M4 (right), ﬂexible foundation, wind loading p2.
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For the building a diﬀerent set of parameter values is used: a = 36 m, b = 20 m, c = 12 m, da = db = 16 m,
tﬂoor = 0.2 m, hf = 4 m, l1 = l2 = 40 m, E = 3 Æ 10
7 kN/m2, EI1 = EI5 = 6.4 · 108 kNm2, EI2 = EI4 =
5.12 · 109 kNm2, GIt = 3.84 · 109 kNm2. The wind pressure is 1 kN/m2 in direction p2. For all clamped sup-
ports rotational stiﬀnesses are applied. For the walls a three times smaller rotational stiﬀness is applied than
for the shaft. We successively choose the stiﬀnesses 1010, 109, 108 and 107 kNm/rad for the walls and for the
shaft stiﬀnesses which are three times larger. The stiﬀness 1010 kNm/rad can be considered as inﬁnitely stiﬀ.
The moments M1 in stability wall 1 and M4 in the shaft in z-direction are shown in Fig. 14. Shear forces
are shown in Fig. 15; again V1 and V4 are shown. Diagrams of the bending or twisting moments in the other
stability elements show similar phenomena (Steenbergen, 2005). Figs. 14 and 15 show that the distribution of
moments and shear forces over the diﬀerent stability elements is sensitive for the choice of the rotational
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Fig. 15. Shear forces V1 (left) and V4 (right), ﬂexible foundation, wind loading p2.
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realistic range. For these values a substantial diﬀerence may occur relative to the result for an ideal rigid
foundation.
From the results in this section it can be concluded that the main source for the disturbances in the
stress state consists of a not well-chosen ratio of the wall foundation rotational stiﬀness to the shaft foun-
dation stiﬀness. To minimize the disturbances, the wall and shaft bending moments at the base of the
building are the points of reference. The proportion between these base moments is the optimal propor-
tion for the rotational stiﬀnesses of the wall foundation and shaft foundation. The rotational springs will
then rotate over the same angle and just a rigid motion of the building occurs if compared with the state
of the building in the case of an ideal rigid foundation and no disturbance in the stress state will occur.
The more the ratio of the rotational stiﬀnesses deviates from the ratio of the base moments for an ideal
rigid foundation, the larger the disturbance in the stress state will be. In Figs. 14 and 15, the relation
between the rotational stiﬀnesses of the walls and the shaft was 1:3, whereas the relation between the
respective base bending moments for a rigid foundation is 1:5. If the ratio of the rotational stifnesses
would have been given this value, no diﬀerences would occur in the stress state for the stiﬀnesses 1010,
109, 108 and 107 kNm/rad.8. Comparison with computational results
In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed method, the analytical results of the super element
method are compared with the results of a numerical analysis. A special computational FEM-like analysis
is chosen for the asymmetric structure with a wind pressure is 1 kN/m2 in direction p2. For this purpose we
used results of a computation done by Dusseldorp (2000) in which the vertical walls and shafts are modeled
by a series of rigid elements whilst these walls and shafts are coupled by the stiﬀness matrix of the ﬂoor. The
parameter values from Section 7.2 are used, but the foundation stiﬀness is assumed to be inﬁnitely large.
The distributions of the moments resulting from the super element method and the numerical analysis clo-
sely correspond. The distribution of the twisting moment Mt is shown in Fig. 16. The shear forces V1 in
stability wall 1, V2 in the shaft in y-direction, V4 in the shaft in z-direction and V5 in stability wall 5 are
shown in Fig. 17. The results of the FEM-like analysis in these diagrams are stepped lines. This is because
the ﬂoor stiﬀnesses in the FEM-like calculation are not distributed along the height; so the twisting
moments and shear forces do not have a smooth curve, but change abruptly at each ﬂoor height. The results
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Fig. 17. Shear forces, comparison with FEM (stepped lines), wind loading p2.
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Fig. 16. Twisting moment, comparison with FEM (stepped lines), wind loading p2.
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super element method.9. Conclusions
For two types of a tall building of irregular geometry, an insight-providing closed-form analysis method of
combining super elements is presented. The main structure is subdivided in only two super elements. The super
elements are based on closed-form solutions describing the force ﬂow in the stability elements. It is shown that
the analytical super element gives accurate results in comparison with a complete numerical analysis. The
in-plane stiﬀness of the ﬂoors between the stability walls is shown to have a signiﬁcant contribution to the
structural response. At the positions along the height where the ﬂoor plan of the building changes abruptly,
disturbances occur in the distribution of moments and shear forces, which may extend quite far depending on
the ratio of the characteristic length to the length of the building. Arbitrary boundary conditions at the foun-
dation can be applied. Including the rotational stiﬀness of the foundation may result in substantial distur-
R.D.J.M. Steenbergen, J. Blaauwendraad / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 5576–5597 5597bances in the stress state at the base of the building, relative to an inﬁnitely stiﬀ foundation. No disturbance
occurs if the ratio of the rotational stiﬀnesses of wall and shaft equals the ratio of the base moments of wall
and shaft for an ideal rigid foundation. Signiﬁcant disturbances occur if these ratios diverge to a high degree.
Because of the use of a very small number of super elements with closed-form solutions, the method contrib-
utes to the understanding of the behaviour of the considered tall buildings with a discrete change along the
height. It is a superior design analysis method for these irregularly shaped buildings, which is of great help
for acquiring insight.
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